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Although the history of photocatalysis research is not so long, many researchers have studied 

photocatalysis and a large number of papers on photocatalysis have been published.  The 

objectives of this review paper are to revisit the fundamentals of photocatalysis, especially its 

thermodynamics and kinetics, which have not been reexamined in recent studies, to clarify the 

problems, if any, that prevent developments in the field of photocatalysis, and to present insights for 

future progress. 

 

What we know and we don't know about photocatalysis: an introduction 

Heterogeneous photocatalysis has been believed, at least in early studies in 1980's and 1990's, to be 

a dream technology for solving energy and/or environmental problems that we are facing.  

However, photolysis of water into hydrogen, a fuel, and oxygen
1
 has not yet been realized as an 

industrial process, and photocatalysts working under visible-light irradiation with activity higher 

than that of titanium(IV) oxide (titania) powders under ultraviolet-light irradiation
2
 have not yet 

been developed despite extensive studies for more than a quarter of a century.  The principle, a 

basic mechanism of heterogeneous photocatalysis, seems not to have changed, reading original and 

review papers on heterogeneous photocatalysis.  Then, why have we not succeeded in practical 

applications of photocatalysis?  Are there any hidden secrets preventing progress in photocatalysis 

studies?  This review paper aims at clarifying what we know, what we don't know and what we 

should know for heterogeneous photocatalysis in a strict scientific sense and at suggesting insights 

for future progress.  The author thanks the readers for their understanding that some of the 

concepts discussed in this paper have already been shown in his recent review papers
3,4

 and book 

sections.
5,6

 

 Heterogeneous photocatalysis is categorized as physical chemistry and there are two 

fundamental concepts in physical chemistry, thermodynamics and kinetics.  The thermodynamics 

of heterogeneous photocatalysis is first discussed, followed by discussion on its kinetics. 

Thermodynamics 

Thermodynamics predicts whether a chemical reaction proceeds or not by showing the equilibrium 

of the reaction.  According to text books on thermodynamics (or text books on physical chemistry), 

a forward reaction proceeds when Gibbs energy change (G) is negative and a reversed reaction 

proceeds when G is positive.  Then, how can we evaluate G and predict the reaction 

equilibrium in photocatalysis? 
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Thermodynamic requirements for photocatalysis 

The mechanism of heterogeneous photocatalysis
7
 is always explained with a band structure of 

electronic energy in photocatalysts, as Fig. 1 shows. 

(Fig. 1) 

An electron in a filled valence band (VB) is excited into a vacant conduction band (CB) state by a 

photon of energy greater than the energy of the gap between the VB and the CB, the band gap;
8
 CB 

bottom and VB top positions determine the ability of reduction and oxidation by a photoexcited 

electron (e
–
) and a positive hole (h

+
), since those charge carriers are to be thermally relaxed to the 

CB bottom and VB top, respectively, immediately after photoexcitation.  It has been believed that 

the requisites for a photocatalytic reaction are: (1) redox potential, i.e., standard electrode potential, 

of a substrate to be reduced (Pred) is lower, i.e., more anodic, than the CB bottom and (2) redox 

potential of a substrate to be oxidized (Pox) is higher, i.e., more cathodic, than the VB top.  Since 

the overall Gibbs energy change, G, corresponds to the difference between Pred and Pox, G is 

positive when Pred is higher, i.e., more cathodic, than Pox, andG is negative when Pred is lower, i.e., 

more anodic, than Pox, and thereby positive-G reactions, as well as negative-G reactions, can be 

driven by photocatalysis. 

 Then, how are photocatalytic reactions regulated by their overall G?  Actually, 

photocatalytic reactions, different from ordinary thermal catalytic reactions, can be driven in the 

opposite direction than predicted based on their overall G, using light. since light energy is 

introduced into the reaction systems for photocatalytic reactions (and for photoreactions).  The 

above-mentioned requisites relating to redox potentials and band positions mean that partial G in 

the steps of reduction and oxidation by e
–
 and h

+
, respectively, must be negative.  Thus, as is also 

seen in ordinary chemical reactions, photocatalytic reactions are governed by partial Gs (Ge and 

Gh in Fig. 1).  This seems to be well understood by researchers in the field of photocatalysis.  

However, a plausible misunderstanding is that those band-position conditions are "sufficient 

conditions" but not two of the "necessary conditions".  There should be, at least, another hidden 

necessary condition for photocatalysis, as discussed in a following section.   

Band position 

On the basis of the above-mentioned considerations, estimation of positions of the CB bottom and 

the VB top of photocatalysts is very important, but how can we estimate these positions?  One way 

to estimate band positions has been electrochemical measurement for an electrode prepared with the 

material of a photocatalyst.  For example, for titania photocatalysts, an electrode of a reduced 

single crystal of or sintered polycrystalline titania has been used for the measurement, and the CB 

bottom position is estimated from flat-band potential by checking potential-photocurrent curves or a 

Mott–Schottky plot.
9
  If the electrode is adequately prepared and treated to show an n-type 

semiconductor property (for titania), data might be obtained without arbitrariness, i.e., the same, or 

similar in a scientific sense, CB bottom position can be estimated by anyone.  On the other hand, it 

seems that the position of the VB top is hard to be estimated directly, especially for particles, and 

thereby the VB-top position has been estimated from the CB-bottom position and the band gap 

since the difference between the CB bottom and VB top corresponds to the band gap.  Then, how 

can we estimate band-gap energy of a photocatalyst?  One possible method is to use a 

photoabsorption spectrum, i.e., so-called Tauc plot;
10

 the nth power of the product of Kubelka–

Munk function (F(R)) and photon energy (h) of diffuse-reflectance of a photocatalyst is plotted 

against wavelength.  This Tauc plot seems to be often misunderstood: many reports have claimed 

that the transition mode, direct, indirect or others, of band-to-band excitation could be determined 

by comparison of plots with different n values. 

(Fig. 2)   
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 Although his paper has not been referred to frequently, Scaife reported the determination of 

band positions of a large number of simple and mixed metal oxides by electrochemical 

measurements.
11

  Both flat-band potential (Vfb) and band gap (Eg) of more than forty simple or 

mixed-metal-oxide electrodes were measured by analysis of photocurrent–applied potential 

relations, without using Mott–Schottky plots of capacitance, and wavelength dependence of 

photocurrent, respectively.  For the determination of band gaps, the author used the following 

equation: 

  g
ν

ν EhC
e

Jh








, (1.1) 

where h, , J, e, , C, and Eg are Planck constant, vibration frequency, photocurrent by  

irradiation of light with vibration frequency, electronic charge, flux of photons of , a constant, 

and band gap, respectively, and a general relationship between them was shown as 

 Vfb(SHE) = 2.94  Eg. (1.2) 

(Fig. 3) 

The methods for band-position estimation employed by Scaife were different from generally 

accepted equations, Tauc plots, for direct and indirect band-gap semiconductors.  It seems 

reasonable not to use Tauc plots, since there was no way to know whether a given metal oxide was a 

direct or indirect semiconductor; Tauc plots can predict band-gap energy only when transition mode, 

direct, indirect or others, is assumed.  The present author also pointed out in a recent review
4
 that 

band-gap determination by plots of photoabsorption or related parameters assuming direct or 

indirect transitions has an essential problem due to a misunderstanding of the formula for direct and 

indirect transitions; actually both plots have linear parts giving different band gap values, i.e., it is 

rather difficult to determine the mode of transition of a given sample by comparison of the plots, as 

shown in Fig. 2.  This had already been pointed out by Scaife more than thirty years ago, but 

nobody, as far as the present author knows, has considered this problem, and comparison of plots 

for direct and indirect transitions is still being made. 

 While plots for some of metal oxides with partly filled d-levels deviated from the line,
12

 

all metal oxides without partly filled d-levels obeyed the relationship of eq. 1.2.  The equation 

suggested that the position of the VB top is constant regardless of the kind of metal in the metal 

oxides.  This seems reasonable assuming that the VB of metal oxides predominantly consists of O
 

2p orbitals in metal oxides, as has been recognized in the past decade for interpretation in "band 

engineering" for visible light-sensitive photocatalysts.  However, Scaife's paper has rarely been 

regarded as an original paper and has not been cited frequently in review articles on photocatalysis.  

This is possibly due to a preceding paper discussing the band positions of various semiconductors 

by Gleria and Memming, who reported the band positions of several semiconductors not limited to 

metal oxides,
13

 and later Watanabe et al. reported those in addition to some metal oxides in their 

review article written in Japanese.
14

  It is interesting to find inconsistency with Scaife's estimation, 

i.e., band positions of metal oxides in these papers were different.  Thus, for the determination of 

band positions, a significant property of a given photocatalyst, there seems to be no consensus.  

This problem will be discussed again in another opportunity.
15

 

Honda-Fujishima effect 

It seems that the most frequently cited paper in the field of photocatalysis is a paper by Fujishima 

and Honda published in 1972 in Nature
16

 (6,903 times as of August 11, 2013
17

), and this paper has 

been called a paper on the "Honda–Fujishima effect" in Japan.  Although the seminal Fujishima 

and Honda paper was strictly photoelectrochemical, it has been cited by the photocatalysis 

community as an original paper on titania photocatalysis.  For this reason, and the fact that it was 

one of the earliest published report of light-driven titania photochemistry, the author presents a 

detailed account of this landmark discovery.  Before starting discussion of this paper, it should be 
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pointed out that no descriptions related to photocatalysis, such as "photocatalysis", "photocatalyst", 

or "photocatalytic" and no description of photocatalysis by titania appeared in this paper.  This is 

reasonable considering the title of this paper, "Electrochemical Photolysis of Water at a 

Semiconductor Electrode".  These facts suggest that this paper cannot be an origin of 

photocatalysis in a bibliographic sense, though this paper did indeed promote photocatalysis studies 

and, actually, the author started his research career in the "boom" of photocatalytic studies initiated 

by this paper.  The problem is not the fact of such inappropriate citations but that few readers have 

noticed a suggestion in the paper. 

 This paper, consisting of only about one page, had, unfortunately, some ambiguous 

descriptions, especially in the experimental section.  The caption for Fig. 1 in the paper, for 

example, showing current–potential curves of a single-crystalline titania anode under 

photoirradiation did not show pH and content of the electrolyte solution.  By comparison with a 

similar current–potential curve reported by the same authors three years before publication of this 

paper,
18

 the electrolyte solution was probably aqueous potassium chloride buffered with 

acetate/acetic acid (acetate buffer) at pH 4.7.
19

  Under these conditions, anodic photocurrent was 

observed at an electrode potential more anodic than ca. 0.5 V versus SCE (similar to Fig. 4(f)).  

Although there was also no description of the current–potential curve of a platinum cathode in the 

dark, electrode potential for hydrogen evolution at the cathode had been reported to be ca. 1 V 

versus SCE at pH 4.7 in the previously published paper.
18

  This cathode potential was more 

cathodic than the onset potential, ca. 0.5 V versus SCE, for oxygen evolution at the 

photoirradiated titania anode and this suggested that short circuiting of the electrodes does not give 

any current between them, i.e., electrochemical bias of at least 0.5 V is necessary to decompose 

water into hydrogen and oxygen at the titania photoanode and the platinum cathode, respectively, 

when those two electrodes are immersed in an electrolyte solution.  

 The composition of electrolytes in the experiment for which results are shown in Fig. 2 of 

the paper was also unclear.  Photoirraidated titania and dark platinum electrodes were wired 

directly to each other with a resistance, and photocurrent from platinum to titania was detected 

without electochemical bias between the electrodes.  However, numbers 1–5 were presented in the 

figure without related descriptions.
20 

 Again, there was no description of the electrolyte solution(s) 

in this electrochemical cell.  The photoelectrochemical experiments used in the Honda and 

Fujishima paper were reproduced and checked by Nozik
21

 and Wrighton and co-workers.
22

  They 

reported based on the detailed analyses that pH gradient between anode and cathode compartments 

was necessary to observe oxygen and hydrogen evolution from a short-circuited single-crystal 

titania anode and a platinum cathode, respectively.  Therefore it seemed that bias potential had 

been applied chemically in the Fujishima and Honda's experiment, though no electrochemical 

potential bias was applied using an outer circuit. 

 Thus, two examples of water photolysis were suggested in the paper, but both of those 

seemed to require electrochemical or chemical "bias" for the system including a titania photoanode 

and a platinum cathode as has been already pointed out in 1975.
21,22

  The bias application creates 

the depletion layer with potential slope enough steep to separate e
–
–h

+
.
23

  This might be very 

important to understand heterogeneous photocatalysis as discussed in the next section.  This paper 

could be an origin of research work on photocatalysis by titania particles, especially for 

photoinduced cleavage of water into hydrogen and oxygen, if no bias, even chemical bias, was 

being applied to the electrochemical system of short-circuited titania. 

Photoelectrochemistry and photocatalysis 

In the 1980's, photocatalysts such as platinum-loaded titania particles were often called miniature 

photoelectrochemical cells composed of a titania photoanode short-circuited with a platinum 

cathode;
24

 e
–
 migrates to platinum deposits to reduce protons (or water) on their surface and 

positive holes oxidize substrates adsorbed on the titania surface.  However, as mentioned above, 
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bias, electrochemical or chemical, had been required for the decomposition of water into hydrogen 

and oxygen at least for a short-circuited platinum-titania photoelectrochemical cell.  One of the 

possible reasons for negligible simultaneous production of hydrogen and oxygen on a 

photoirradiated platinum-loaded titania photocatalyst is lack of bias potential between a titania 

anode and a platinum cathode. 

 Why is bias application necessary for the photoelectrochemical cells?  Since, for example, 

the CB-bottom position of titania seems to be almost the same as the standard hydrogen electrode 

potential (SHE) and the VB-top position is far more anodic than the standard electrode potential of 

oxygen/water (+1.23 V vs SHE), h
+
 in titania can oxidize water without applying bias potential.  

Since electrons in a donor level near the surface for an n-type semiconductor (n-SC in Fig. 4(a) and 

(b)) like reduced single-crystal titania flow out to make a depletion layer inside the electrode, band 

levels shift slightly in the anodic direction.  This shift causes the shift of on-set potential for 

photoanodic current from the rest potential, i.e., bias potential, at least compensating the band-level 

shift (Schottky-type barrier
25

) in the depletion layer, is required for the photoelectrochemical 

reaction.  It is probable that the potential slope in the semiconductor electrode due to the formation 

of a depletion layer and/or the application of bias potential enables the separation of e
–
 and h

+
, 

charge separation, prohibiting their recombination.  Thus, redox reactions by e
–
 and h

+
 proceed 

only when these charge carriers are separated from each other, escaping from their mutual 

recombination.  A suggestion in the paper by Fujishima and Honda
16

 is that the charge separation 

is one of the requisites for photoinduced redox reactions by semiconducting materials, i.e., 

photocatalysis, in addition to the requisites for band positions as described in the preceding section 

(Fig. 4) 

 On the other hand, for photocatalysts, charge separation by the depletion layer is scarcely 

expected, because donor density of particulate photocatalysts is low, potential slope in the layer 

should be negligible.  Furthermore, it is very challenging to apply bias potential, i.e., to introduce 

two contacting phase potentials to particles suing solution redox couples.  Why do photocatalytic 

reactions actually proceed?  One of the reasons is irreversible processes by e
–
 and/or h

+
.  When 

one of the charge carriers is captured by a substrate molecule irreversibly, the other charge carrier 

left in the photocatalyst particle can react since there are no counter carriers.  In studies for 

development of photocatalysts for water splitting, test reactions for hydrogen and oxygen evolutions 

used, respectively, sacrificial electron donors and acceptors, which capture h
+
 and e

–
, irreversibly.  

The fact that most photocatalysts with activities for hydrogen and oxygen evolutions in the presence 

of an electron donor and an electron acceptor, respectively, cannot work for water splitting in the 

absence of sacrificial agents suggests the importance of the charge separation as a necessary 

condition.  We should be reminded that, even at about forty years after the publication of 

Fujishima and Honda's paper, chemists in the field of photocatalysis have not overcome the bias 

problem to achieve efficient photocatalytic water splitting, especially under visible-light irradiation,  

except for few successful results by the groups of Domen, Kudo and Abe.
1
 

Particle anisotropy and built-in electric field 

Then, what is a possible strategy for charge separation in photocatalytic reaction systems?  The 

answer is building an electric field in photocatalyst particles, i.e., built-in electric field, and 

anisotropy of a photocatalyst particle is one of the possible solutions for building of an electric field 

in it. 

 It has often been reported that loading of a noble metal, such as platinum, enhances the 

photocatalytic activity of bare metal oxide or sulfide particles.  While this enhancement may be 

mainly due to the promotion of hydrogen evolution or oxygen reduction on the noble-metal deposits, 

irreversible capture of e
–
, if possible, might produce an electric field.  It has often been claimed 

that deposition of metal or metal oxide separates sites for photoexcited electrons and positive holes 
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to induce charge separation, though it seems impossible to separate charge carriers in a particle only 

by surface sites without an electric field to overcome electrostatic attraction between e
–
 and h

+
. 

 Recently, liquid and gas-phase synthesis and high-level photocatalytic activities of facetted 

titania particles, e.g., decahedral
26

 and octahedral
26b,27

 anatase particles, have been reported by 

several groups including ours.  As has been discussed extensively, correlations of the physical and 

structural properties and the photocatalytic activities of photocatalysts is not straightforward, and it 

is rather difficult, in a strict scientific sense, to attribute higher-level photocatalytic activity, if 

observed, to the crystalline shape exposing specific facets.  However, there is still a possibility that 

anisotropy of particle shape governs the photocatalytic activity and that a built-in electric field 

inside the particle induces the separation of charge carriers, e
–
 and h

+
. 

Kinetics 

When a given photocatalyst and reaction conditions satisfy thermodynamic requirements for 

photocatalysis, the photocatalytic reaction may proceed.  Then, how fast does the reaction 

proceed?  Rates of chemical reactions can be predicted by kinetics, according to text books on 

physical chemistry.  We often encounter the situation of comparing photocatalysts with their 

"photocatalytic activity" by measuring photocatalytic reaction rate.  Then, how can "photocatalytic 

activity" be evaluated?  The kinetics of a photocatalytic reaction is discussed in this section. 

Activation energy and rate-determining step for photocatalysis 

In ordinary chemical reactions, rate of the reaction is proportional to the concentration of a substrate, 

and the proportional constant, i.e., a rate constant, is governed by activation energy, Ea, barrier 

height in a path of the rate-determining step.  It is also predicted theoretically that Ea is 

proportional to overall Gibbs energy change (G).
28

  Since photocatalytic reactions proceed even 

when overall G is positive as discussed in the preceding section, the rate of photocatalytic 

reactions may not be controlled by Ea.  Actually, reported Ea values measured in a variety of 

photocatalytic reactions were around 10 kJ mol
-1

, much smaller than those of ordinary chemical 

reactions, as has been discussed in a recent review.
3,4

  This is reasonable considering that the 

mechanism of photocatalytic reactions includes recombination of e
–
 and h

+
 (e

––h
+
 recombination) as 

well as their redox reactions, and even if e
––h

+
 is assumed to be an activated state it is created by 

light energy but not thermal energy evaluated from the reaction temperature. 

 An Arrhenius plot, logarithm of a rate constant versus reciprocal temperature, gives 

"activation energy", but there is no guarantee that calculated activation energy reflects a "chemical" 

step.  When a given reaction includes a rate-determining chemical step of the highest activation 

energy, the calculated activation energy corresponds to that of the rate-determining step, but even if 

a linear Arrhenius plot is obtained, it does not mean that the reaction system includes a 

rate-determining chemical step.  In the field of photochemistry, activation energy and 

rate-determining step are rarely discussed because, generally speaking, photochemical reactions are 

not series reactions including a rate-determining chemical step and the observed relatively low 

activation energy therefore often corresponds to a physical step, e.g., diffusion of a substrate 

depending on the reaction temperature.
4
  Considering that photocatalysis is essentially a 

photochemical reaction, discussion of the rate-determining chemical step does not make sense. 

Langmuir adsorption and first-order kinetics 

In recent years, many papers have shown linear double-reciprocal plots of the rate of a 

photocatalytic reaction and concentrations of substrates in solution to interpret reaction kinetics, 

which was called the "Langmuir–Hinshelwood (L-H) mechanism",
29

 in which the following 

equation was assumed. 
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KC

kKC
r




1
 or 

kCkKr

1111
 , (2.1 and 2.2) 

where r, k, K and C are rate, rate constant, Langmuir adsorption constant, and concentration of the 

substrate, respectively.  The constant k, calculated as a reciprocal of an intercept of the plot for eq. 

2.2 is not a so-called rate constant reflecting the reactivity of e
––h

+
.  Considering that a part KC/(1 

+ KC) must be dimensionless, the unit of k should be the same as that of r, i.e., reaction rate.  Thus, 

k is a limiting rate of the reaction at infinite C and is a product of Ns, saturation limit of 

Langmuirian adsorption, and a true rate constant k'.  Therefore, the limiting rate k could be ideally 

proportional to specific surface area of a given photocatalyst, since the saturation limit of adsorption 

is a product of surface density of adsorption sites and specific surface area.  However, such 

discussion has been negligible in the field of photocatalysis.   

 The above-mentioned so-called L–H mechanism has been used for discussion of the rate of 

photocatalytic reaction with various concentrations of a reaction substrate.  On the other hand, 

"first-order kinetics" has often been used for discussion of time courses of photocatalytic reactions, 

and resultant (pseudo) first-order rate constants were compared for different kinds of photocatalyst. 

In general, the logarithm of the concentration of substrate (or product) or its equivalent is plotted 

against time of the reaction, i.e., photoirradiation, and the slope (absolute value) of a linear relation, 

if obtained, corresponds to a (pseudo) first-order rate constant.  A number of papers on 

photocatalysis have shown that the substrate concentration dependence obeys the L–H mechanism 

showing the plot according to eq. 2.2 and that the time course obeys first-order kinetics showing the 

above-mentioned plot.  However, it is impossible to satisfy both of those situations, except for the 

case where the substrate concentration is so low that the adsorption amount is almost proportional 

to the concentration in solution, i.e., Henry-type adsorption.  In any case, discussion of first-order 

kinetics in photocatalysis seems strange considering that photocatalytic reaction rate does not 

depend on activation energy, as described in the previous section. 

Steady-state approximation 

Then, what kind of kinetics can interpret the photocatalytic reaction rate.  Contrary to expectation, 

the original idea of photocatalytic reaction kinetics was reported in 1972, the year of publication of 

the above-discussed Fujishima and Honda's paper, by Fleischauer and coworkers.
30

  The paper 

entitled "Quantum Yields of Silver Ion Reduction on Titanium Dioxide and Zinc Oxide Single 

Crystals" showed the kinetics of silver metal deposition on surfaces of titanium(IV) oxide (TiO2) 

and zinc oxide (ZnO) single crystals.  As far as the present author knows, this paper is the first 

report in which the effect of Langmuirian adsorption of a substrate on the rate (or quantum 

efficiency) of photocatalytic reaction by TiO2 is discussed. 

 The rate of photoinduced silver metal deposition was analyzed using a Stern–Volmer plot, 

a popular method in the field of photochemistry; double-reciprocal plots of the (apparent) quantum 

efficiency for the deposition ()
31

 against concentration of silver ion (Ag
+
) in solutions (CAg) gave 

almost straight lines for both TiO2 and ZnO crystals, as 

 
AgL

Aglim

CC

CΦ
Φ


 , (3.1) 

where lim, and CL are constants.  This equation is transformed to 

 
Aglim

L

lim

111

CΦ

C

ΦΦ
 , (3.2) 

enabling estimation of lim and CL from the linear plot for both TiO2 and ZnO samples.  In the first 

approximation, the authors assumed a reaction mechanism in which electrons photoexcited by the 
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efficiency  react with surface-adsorbed Ag
+
 (with the surface concentration NAg) to give deposits 

with a rate constant k3, otherwise e
– is deactivated with a rate constant k4, as 

 
Ag34

Ag3

Nkk

Nk
Φ





. (3.3) 

 Interestingly, this equation can be derived by "steady-state (stationary-state) 

approximation", which is often successfully used for reactions by a short-lived active species such 

as the photoexcited state of a given material (e
–
 and h

+
 in a photocatalyst), assuming a constant 

concentration of e
– that is produced by photoabsorption of a photocatalyst and consumed by the 

surface reaction and the recombination with positive holes.  Then the authors applied a Langmuir 

adsorption isotherm to represent NAg using CAg.  Although the authors did not show the details of 

derivation in their paper, the derivation would be reproduced as follows.  First, NAg is represented 

using a total (saturated) density of surface adsorption of Ag
+
 (Ns) and adsorption rate constant (K) as 

  
Ag

AgS
Ag

1 KC

KCN
N


 . (3.4) 

Then NAgs in eq. 3.3 are substituted to give 

  

  Ag
S34

4

Ag
S34

S3

C
NkkK

k

C
Nkk

Nk

Φ









. (3.5) 

Constants lim, and CL in eq. 3.1 are determined by comparing eqs. 3.1 and 3.5, 

 














S34

4

S34

S3
lim 1

Nkk

k

Nkk

Nk
Φ   and 

 S34

4
L

NkkK

k
C


 , (3.6 and 3.7) 

and K is represented as follows, 

 
L

lim1

C

Φ

K




 . (3.8) 

Taking into account that apparent rate is a product of light flux and  and that both lim and CL in 

eqs. 3.6 and 3.7, respectively, are independent of Ag
+
 concentration in the solution, eq. 3.5 is 

equivalent to the so-called L-H kinetic equation in the preceding section (eq. 2.1).  Thus, although 

this study used single crystals as a photocatalyst, the above-mentioned kinetic analysis had clearly 

reproduced the double-reciprocal linear relation between rate (quantum efficiency) and 

concentration of substrate in a solution, which are often observed in heterogeneous photocatalysis.  

This paper should be cited as an original paper of kinetic analysis based on Langmuirian adsorption 

of substrates in photocatalytic reactions. 

Intrinsic quantum efficiency 

A problem of the so-called L-H kinetic equation for photocatalytic reaction such as eq. 2.1 is that 

light flux, rate of photon incidence, does not appear clearly or it is also included in the apparent rate 

constant k.  In other words, efficiency of photon utilization cannot be discussed, while the 

above-mentioned kinetic analysis based on steady-state approximation takes light flux into account. 

 For example, it has been claimed that a radical chain mechanism may enhance the 

photocatalytic decomposition of organic compounds (RH) in the presence of molecular oxygen (O2), 

as 
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 RH + h
+
  R + H

+
 <initiation 1> (4.1) 

 HO
– + h+

  HO H2O + h+
  HO + H

+
 (4.2) 

 RH + HO  R + H2O <initiation 2> (4.3) 

 R + O2  ROO <chain carrier formation> (4.4) 

  RH + ROO  ROOH + R <propagation> (4.5) 

  2ROO  ROOOOR, <termination> (4.6) 

where radical species (R) are produced by direct oxidation by a positive hole (h
+
) or hydrogen 

abstraction by hydroxyl radical (HO) liberated via eq. 4.2 followed by addition of O2 to give 

peroxy radical (ROO) as a chain carrier.  This relatively long-lived peroxy radical abstracts 

hydrogen in RH to produce another R and then RO, and the resultant hydroperoxide (ROOH) is 

decomposed spontaneously.  Chain length, number of ROO liberated by initial R, is regulated by 

the rate ratio of steps 4.5 and 4.6, i.e., ratio of propagation and termination.  It is expected that the 

higher is the concentration of ROOby higher intensity photoiradiation, the faster is the termination 

to result in shorter chain length.  However, the light-intensity dependence has rarely been 

discussed on the basis of the possible radical-chain mechanism.
32

 

 What we observed as reaction rate may correspond to the rate of ROOH producion leading 

to decomposition of a reaction substrate, and thereby "intrinsic quantum efficency", efficiency of 

utilization of photogenerated active species, e.g., h
+
 in the above-mentioned photocatalytic process,  

cannot be determined unless the rate of R liberation via steps 4.1 and/or 4.3 is measured separately 

from that via step 4.5.  In this sense, no reports on photocatalytic decomposition of organic 

compounds in the presence of O2 have shown intrinsic photocatalytic activity, as fundamental 

knowledge of the reaction kinetics.  A paper from the author's laboratory suggested that the 

intrinsic quantum efficiency for acetic-acid decomposition is very small and that the reaction is 

greatly enhanced by the above-mentioned radical chain mechanism, i.e., almost all e
– and h

+
 

recombine to induce no chemical reaction,
32

 as discussed in the next section. 

Light intensity dependence 

Since dependence of rate on temperature has often been measured in studies on catalysis, 

dependence of rate on light intensity has been measured, but the dependence seemed to be discussed 

from the standpoint of engineering to optimize the reaction conditions.  Generally speaking, the 

reported light-intensity dependence was limited to reactions in the presence of O2 and was 

approximately 0.5th order; the square-root of 2 times rate is observed when the light intensity is 

doubled.  The reason for this dependence had been explained by the enhanced e
––h

+
 recombination 

due to their second-order recombination at a higher light intensity.  This seemed reasonable 

assuming an appreciably long life time of e
– and h+

 waiting liberation of another pair in the same 

particle.  However, in our study on light intensity dependence, such a reason for square-root 

dependence was excluded.  While oxidative decomposition of acetic acid in an aerated aqueous 

solution by suspended anatase titania particles showed similar square-root dependence, i.e., 

apparent quantum efficiency was decreased with increase in light intensity of four monochromatic 

irradiation wavelengths, apparent quantum efficiency for methanol dehydrogenation by the same 

titania photocatalyst, loaded with platinum deposits, suspended in a deaerated aqueous solution was 

independent of light intensity, i.e., actual rate was proportional to the light intensity.  Differences 

in these two reaction systems were presence/absence of O2 and platinum.
32

  Based on the 

assumption that platinum deposits do not have an influence on the light intensity dependence, the 

difference in light intensity dependence between acetic-acid decomposition and methanol 

dehydrogenation is attributable to the mechanism of reaction in the presence of O2, not the 

enhanced e
––h

+
 recombination at a higher light lintensity, as discussed in the preceding section. 
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 Based on the assumption that the photocatalytic decomposition of acetic acid proceeds 

according to the mechanism including primary steps of eqs. 4.1, 4, 5 and 6, the apparent quantum 

efficiency (app) is derived as 

  2

1
2

1

6
5app











 I

k
CkΦ


 , (5.1) 

where , , k5, k6, C and I are intrinsic quantum efficiency, photoabsorption efficiency, rate 

constants for reactions eqs. 4.5 and 4.6, surface concentration of acetic acid on a photocatalyst and 

light intensity, respectively.  Plots of app against I –1/2
 may be a straight line with a y-intersect as a 

product of  and .  However, actual plots shown in Fig. 5
33

 with a negligible y-intersect suggest 

that the intrinsic quantum efficiency, i.e., efficiency of utilization of e
––h

+
, is very small and that 

appreciable overall apparent quantum efficiency is obtained by enhancement through the 

radical-chain mechanism.  In other words, capture of e
– by O2 on the surface of titania is not so 

efficient. 

 (Fig. 5) 

Action spectrum as a proof for photocatalysis 

A general understanding of the definition of "photocatalysis" is possibly "photoinduced reaction by 

absorption by a photocatalyst that is not changed by the reaction", and in this sense the 

photocatalyst needs not to be solid; organic compounds
34

 and metal complexes can also be 

photocatalysts.  In order to prove that a given reaction is this photocatalysis, two facts, i.e., 

experimental results, should be shown according to the definition.  One is to show that only the 

"photocatalyst" absorbs light to induce the reaction and the other is to show that the "photocatalyst" 

does not change during and after the reaction, i.e., not a stoichiometric reaction.  The concept of 

"turnover" has been commonly used to prove the latter; turnover number, molar ratio of a consumed 

substrate (or a liberated product) to a material as an assumed photocatalyst, has to exceed unity.  

On the other hand, proof for the former had been shown by control experiments; if the reaction 

occurs, by checking the reaction kinetics, only in the presence of a photocatalyst and a reaction 

substrate under photoirradiation, the reaction had (has) been believed to be "photocatalysis". 

 However, it has been shown that a certain non-photocatalytic reaction satisfies the control 

experiment: action-spectrum analysis of photoinduced reactions of methylene blue (MB) in an 

aqueous suspension of titania showed that MB adsorbed on the titania surface absorbs visible light,  

injects an electron to titania and is decomposed.
35

  Since the electron injection from MB requires a 

solid material that adsorbs MB with an appropriate CB-bottom position, the above-mentioned 

control experiments suggest the MB reaction to be photocatalysis, i.e., the control experiments 

cannot exclude such non-photocatalytic dye-sensitized (dye-decomposition) reactions (Fig. 6).  In 

other words, action-spectrum analysis is the only possible method to show what absorbs light to 

induce reactions.
36,37

  For these dye-sensitized reactions, kinetics must be different from the 

ordinary photocatalytic reactions by band-to-band excitation of photocatalysts, e.g., 

photoabsorption by MB on titania decreases along with MB decomposition. 

(Fig. 6) 

Conclusive remarks 

It is surprising, at least for the author, that we know little about heterogeneous photocatalysis even 

though extensive studies have been carried out for more than forty years after the first-generation 

boom induced by the publication of a paper by Fujishima and Honda.
16

  What does this mean?  

There should be missing concepts, properties of photocatalysts or primary steps in photocatalysis 

that have not be noticed or understood but prevent progress of studies in the field of photocatalysis.  
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As an example of missing concepts, true interpretation of the excited state of particulate 

photocatalysts, which we believe to be formation of e
– and h+

 in the CB and VB of a photocatalyst, 

as well as their recombination, should be clarified.  As an example of missing properties of 

photocatalysts, structural characterization of the recombination center in particles, which is believed 

to be a crystalline lattice defect,
38

 is needed.  An example of missing primary steps in 

photocatalysis is reduction of O2 molecules adsorbed on the particle surfaces, the fate after 

reduction and the role of intermediate species in the mechanism. 

 The most important but unknown point must be e
––h

+
 recombination.  The only thing we 

know about the recombination in particulate photocatalysts is that it occurs to result in quantum 

efficiency smaller than 100%.  As described above, we don't know where, when and how the 

recombination occurs.  Since so-called photocatalytic activity is governed predominantly by the 

rate of recombination, as an intrinsic property, particulate materials with high-level photocatalytic 

activity can be designed only when the recombination in the materials is regulated, and we should 

focus on studying the recombination in photocatalysis, hopefully by collaboration with researchers 

in other fields.  The author hopes that this review paper will help such progress in those studies. 
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Fig. 1 Electronic structure of semiconductor 

photocatalysts and Gibbs-energy change in photocatalytic 

reactions.  
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Fig. 2 (upper panel) Two kinds of plots for determination 

of band-gap energy (Eg) of titania (JRC-TIO-3 calcined at 

1173 K).  Assumptions of indirect (left) and direct allowed 

transitions give band gaps of 3.00 and 3.14 eV, respectively.  

Numbers with the unit of eV show the interval of linear 

parts.  (lower panel) Plots of absorption (extinction) and 

Kubelka-Munk function (F(R)) of the same sample.  

X-intercepts of lines fitting to the spectra in the absorption 

edge region are 2.91 and 3.07 eV, respectively.  These plots 

have been shown in the author's recent review (ref. 4). 
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Fig. 3 Scaife's plot reproduced from his original paper (ref. 11).  Circles: 

metal oxide of vacant or filled d-levels, squares: metal oxides prepared by 

heating of the corresponding metal plates and triangles: metal oxides of partly 

filled d- levels. 
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Fig. 4  (a) N-type semiconductor (n-SC) and solution and (b) 

Schottky-type junction with a depletion layer where electrons in 

donor levels flow out to the solution to lower the Fermi level (E
F
).  

(c) n-SC and metal with work function (F
w
) and (d) ohmic contact 

between them.  (e) n-SC–electrolyte interface under photoirradiation 

and (f) ideal potential–current plots in the dark and under 

photoirradiation in an aqueous electrolyte solution.  Photoanodic 

current is detected at the potential more cathodic (left) than the 

standard electrode potential for water oxidation shown by an arrow. 
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Fig. 5 Plots of apparent quantum efficiency of photocatalytic 

decomposition of acetic acid in aqueous suspensions of anatase titania 

particles (JRC-TIO-2 and Merck) as a function of –0.5th power of 

intensity of monochromatic light at 350 nm. 
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Fig. 6 Possible mechanism of "dye-sensitized" 

photoinduced oxidative decomposition of dye adsorbed 

on the solid surface in the presence of oxygen.  

Components (a)–(d) are necessary conditions for 

"dye-sensitized reaction" and they are also necessary 

conditions for ordinary photocatalytic reaction. 
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